Would you rather?
Live on a tropical island or in the middle of a busy city

Would you rather?
Have a pet penguin or a pet monkey

Would you rather?
Have dinner with Moana or Rapunzel

Would you rather?
Drive a race car or a captain a submarine

Would you rather?
Go roller skating or play soccer

Would you rather?
Ride on a unicorn or fly on a dragon

Would you rather?
Be the size of an ant or the size of an elephant

Would you rather?
Have a tail or webbed feet

Would you rather?
Be able to tell only the truth or only lies
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Would you rather?
Meet a vampire or an alien

Would you rather?
Eat chocolate cake or apple pie

Would you rather?
Be a superhero or a villain

Would you rather?
Be a river or the wind

Would you rather?
Hug an echidna or a skunk

Would you rather?
Be rich or have lots of friends

Would you rather?
Have no gifts for Christmas or your birthday

Would you rather?
Be a famous singer or the leader of this country

Would you rather?
Have the power of invisibility or be able to fly
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Would you rather?
Live 100 years in the future or the past

Would you rather?
Go on vacation to a ski resort or a beach resort

Would you rather?
Have three children or three dogs

Would you rather?
Meet Mickey Mouse or Walt Disney

Would you rather?
End world hunger or discover a cure for cancer

Would you rather?
Have a picnic or eat at a cafe

Would you rather?
Eat a worm or a snail

Would you rather?
Clean the toilet or take out the garbage can

Would you rather?
Give up screen time or sweets
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Would you rather?
See a funny movie or a scary movie

Would you rather?
Be a hammer or a nail

Would you rather?
Kiss a jellyfish or a bat

Would you rather?
Explore outer space or the deepest ocean

Would you rather?
Be a raindrop or a sunbeam

Would you rather?
Have tiger stripes or leopard spots

Would you rather?
Be a wizard or a ninja

Would you rather?
Have no hair or no teeth

Would you rather?
Visit every country in the world or land on the moon